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In art children will create a 
decorative ornament, fit for the 
first-class cabin of the Titanic.
Key vocabulary: 
ornament, join, shape, colour, 
pattern

In DT pupils will design and make 
a replica of the Titanic, drawing 
on its key features.
Key vocabulary:
research, communicate, drawing, 
build, strength, product, purpose, 
diagram, make, stiffen, material, 
design, tools, construct, stabilise

In English, we will be reading the book Grandad’s Island by Benji
Davies. The outcome will be for children to write an information report 
about a rainforest animal.
Key vocabulary:
boomed shore wonders fascinatingly omnivores 
deck pale ledge bills pluck
lurched shack tropical narrow directly
horizon shipshape appearance disturb survive

In the first week, children will recap their understanding of multiplication and division. 
For the remainder of the term, children will be focusing on money and shape. 
Key vocabulary:
change pound pence notes coins value
denomination worth symbols 2-D shapes 3-D shapes cuboid
pyramid sphere cube cone circle octagon
hexagon triangle pentagon sides vertex vertices
quadrilateral face symmetrical vertical line of symmetry diagonal
diagram curved surface edges

In PSHE our theme 
is Healthy Me
Key vocabulary:
healthy choices, 
lifestyle, motivation, 
relax, relaxation, 
calm, tense, healthy, 
unhealthy, 
dangerous, 
medicines, safe, 
body,  balanced diet, 
portion, proportion, 
energy, fuel, 
nutrition, nutritious

We will focus on:

Use of suffixes er and est in adjectives 
Use of suffix ly to turn adjectives into 
adverbs

In history, children will study the significant 
historical event – the sinking of the Titanic.
Key vocabulary:
Titanic     ocean           date           Atlantic
era           crew            embarked   timeline   
class         set sail        chronology  route
passenger  source        voyage        iceberg
century

In science, children will look at materials

Key vocabulary:
property stretched observe materials 
bent gather difference everyday
record similarity classify suitable
suitability predict squashed object
research

How can we look after the planet?
Children will understand beliefs regarding the 
origins of the world and the concern of the 
planet.
Key vocabulary:
creation    responsibility   recycle  environment

The theme for this term is football. Pupils will 
understand the importance of fair play and respect, 
what dribbling is, the technique used to dribble and 
pass with accuracy and how a goal is scored.

Key vocabulary:
dribble   pass   goal   score   attack    defend    shoot    
gesture    laces   strike

Why is the Titanic 
such a famous ship? 
What facts can you 
find out about it?


